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ABSTRACT. We review the current status of understandingof the wuation

Chicago, IL 60637

of motion of an
electron. Classically,a consistent linearizedtheoryexists for ‘a eleetion’offinite exten~ as long
as the size of the electron is larger than the classical elecmonradius. Nonre]ativisticquantum
meehanicsseems to offer a fine theoryeven in the point particle limit. Althoughthere is as yet no
convincingcalculation, it is probabIe that a quantum eleetrodynamicalresult will be at least as
well-behavedas is the nonrelativisticquantummechanicalresults.

INTRODUCTION

For almost 100 years there has been consideration of the proper equation of motion
of an electron. Many fme physicists, beginning with Abraham (1) and I.orentz (2),
have worked on this subject, and there are hundreds of papers in the literature. Jn this
paper we review the present state of understanding, with some historical background,
giving the major contributions through the years.

In contrast with what most physicists believe, it is seen that the linearized classical
theory, when it is applied in the appropriate regime (nonquantum), is in fine shape: it is
finite, has no contradiction with relativi~, has no run-away solutions, and has no a-
causal behavior.

The Abraham-L.orentz equation for a point electron involving a third derivative in
time suffers from two major problems: contradiction with relativity and run-away or
acausal behavior. The work of Poincar6 (3) and Dirac (4) solves the problem with

relativity. The run-away problem is solved by going to an extended model of an
electron described by a difference-differential equation. The equation for the
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. DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any
of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied,
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States Government or
any agency thereof.
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nonrelativistic case was derived by Sommerfeld (5) and Page (6) and was generalized
to the relativistic case by Cald~ola (7). The extended model is ftite and causal if the

electron size a is larger than the classical electron radius rc = e2/mc2 = 2.7X 10-13 CIII.

Classical theory is cIearly not appropriate for examining behavior at a distance less
than the Compton wavelength of an electron, k = h/me = 4 x 10-11cm. The work by
Moniz and Sharp (8) indicates that in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics an electron
behaves as an extended particle with a size of the Compton wavelength: The equation
of motion is finite and causal even in the point particle limit as long as the Compton
wavelength is larger than the classical electron radius. Furthermore, the mass
correction 8m is not only ftite but actually vanishes in quantum theory. We present a
new quantum mechanical derivation of this interesting result (9). In quantum
electrodynamics (QED) analysis, recent work by Low (10) shows that the electron

---
motion is finite in perturbation theory in a = e2Jlic. However, a proper QED analysis.-”
has not yet been obtained (and maybe, those do not even exist).

There are several excellent text books (11-13) and review articles (14-16) on the
classical electron theory.

NOTATION

Notations adopted in this paper areas follows: “

m
m
c
r~
a
4?
L
x, x’
y(t)

Y
u

P

ds
Ua
Ua

-au

bare mass
observed mass (m= w + 8m)
speed of light
classical electron radius (e2/mc2)
radius of extended electron
(213)rJc
Compton wavelength
space coordinate (3 vectors)
electron coordinate as a function of time (3 vectors)

dyldt, y = d2yjdt2, etc.

dy/dt (three-velocity), u=du/dt, etc.

lul/c ,y = l/Jl~

colt/y(relativistic invariant)
dxalds = y (1, u/c) (contra-variant four vector)
y (1,-u/c) (covariant four vector)
dua/ds, iia /= d2ua d2s, etc.
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A13RAHAM-LORENTZ AND OTHER
CLASSICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We start by deriving various forms of equation of motion of an electron in
nonrelativistic classical mechanics. Let the electron trajectory be y(t). The electron is
really a charge distribution centered at y(t) represented by

ef (x - y (t)), (1)

where e is the electron charge, and f(x) is a spherically symmetric function, normalized
so that

.-,
---- ~f(x)d’x=l.

The nonrelativistic equation of motion is determined by the Lorentz force law:

(2)

Jmoy(t) = F.,~+ e f (x - y(t))(E(x) + ~y(t) xB(x))d3x,

where ~ is the brue mass, the dot represents the time derivative, F=t is

(3)

the external
force, and E and B are, respectively, ‘tie electric and magnet field ~- Gaussian units.
The second term in the above equation is the electromagnetic self force.

It is convenient to work with the potentials A and $ in Coulomb gauge.l The scalar
potential is given by

The vector potential is obtained by solving the wave equation

[$$-v’IA=:yJt)f (x - y(t)).

Here yi is the transverse part of y.

It is convenient to work in the k representation:

1)Our discussion followsclosely the derivation in Low’srecentpaper (10).

(4)

(5)

......-7 .. T..,-.-, . ,., . -—~+ , _ ,. , ,, ..m,y.T. . , ----- . .-
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[A(x,t),f(x)]=— &s ~eik”x~(k,t),~(k)]d’k.

We solve Eq. (5) with the retarded boundary condition:

~(k, t) = 4ne~’ dt’ ‘inkc~ –”) e-ik”y(”)~(k), (6)

where k = k .

..-. Next, we compute E = -V$ - &W(c~t) and B = V x A, and insert the results into..”. -
Eq. (3). In doing so, we observe that yl = y - k (k. y)/k2 can be replaced by (2/3) y

because of the spherical symmetry. The contribution via the scalar potential $ vanishes
because of the spherical symmetry and because we are using the Coulomb gauge. The
self force arising from the electric field is found to be .

(7)

where

Y(t,z) = e“.y(t)eikoy(’-t)~(t- 7).
(8)

The force arising from the magnetic field is nonlinear in y (and its derivative), which
we neglect. In linear approximation, the exponential factors in Eq. (8) can also be
replaced by 1. Therefore,

Y(t,T) = y (t+. (9)

Equations (7) and (9) are the desired expression for the classical equation of motion
and can be shown to be identical to the power series expression derived by Lorentz for
linearized radiation reaction in the nonrelativistic approximation (2,11).

For the case of a spherical shell of radius a,

~[xl-a),@)=&.
f(x) =

47ra2

Equations (7) and (9) become

—

(lo)
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mOy(t) = F,X,(t) + -&~(t - 2a/c) – y(t)]. (11)

This differential-difference equation will be referred to as the Sommerfeld-Page
equation because they derived it (5,6).

Expanding y(t -2a /c) in Eq. (11) in a Taylor series and neglecting terms that

vanish as a-+0,

where
.-,

.-.

2e2 ...
mJW = F’.t(0 - 8my(t)+ —~c3 Y(t), (12)

(13)

Equation (12) will be referred to as the Abraham-Lorentz equation in,the following. It
is the simplest form of the equation of motion, taking into account the electromagnetic
self force in a nonrelativistic linear approximation and in the point particle limit.

The second term on the RHS of the Abraham-Lorentz equation can be interpreted as
the inertia due to the electromagnetic mass 8m. However, it is in contradiction with
the notion of relativity because ~m is different from the electrostatic mass e2/2ac2by a
factor of 4/3.

To see the meaning of the ttid derivative term in the Abraham-Lorentz equation
we move the ~m term to the LHS, multiply both sides by y, and integrate over a tinite

interval of time. The LHS becomes the increase in the electron’s kinetic energy. The
RHS is

f

2e2 ‘ 2’

——

3C3,,
y2dt+~y. yl; . (14)

As long as the second tehn is negligible, this is the negative of the well-known dipole
radiation. The last term in Eq. (12) is therefore reasonable. However, we will see later
that this term gives rise to run-away or acausal behavior.

Equation (12) therefore contains two major difllculties: i) a contradiction with
relativity, and ii) run-away and preacceleration behavior. We shall see in the following
sections how these troubles are avoided. The bottom line is that there is no problem if
the shell radius a is larger than the classical electron radius r~.

----.7- --7-.? ?-,-, .,. -z-s-?-% .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r . ..- . .
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RELATMTY AND POINCA.Rli STRESS

Let us fust consider the relativistic generalization of Eq. (12). In 1903, before
special relativity was established, Abraham derived (1) the following force equation
valid for relativistic speed (neglecting terms vanishing in the limit a + O):

2e2d
%U)=F~Xr- — _

q dt 3 ~C2 dt ‘W)+r’

where u = dy/dt is the three-velocity, y = l/~~, and

(15)

r= 2 e2~ 3?
;T{u+~(uo u)u+$[(uo u)+-#U0U)2]u}. (W

As was shown by von bue (17), the 17in the above is I/y times the space part of the
four vectox

(17)

(See the explanation in the “Notation” section.)
The second term in Eq. (15) gives rise to an electromagnetic mass that is 4/3 times

the electrostatic mass, in contradiction with relativity.
Abraham also found the rate of work done on an electron (neglecting terms

vanishing in the limit a + O):

dE 2e2d

()

3?=F~Xt.u-– —— y.+ +~e2~[u. u+Y(u
x 3adt c c

Since E = mc2y from relativity, it follows that dE/dt = m(dW/dt)” u.

. U)2]. (18)

However, the

force @q. (15)) and the power @q. (18)) do not satisfy this fimdamental consewation
law. The bad term is 2/3 e2/a (d/dt)(l/4y) in Eq. (18). Except for that term, Eqs. (15)
and (18) would have formed a four vector equation.

Although these equations were derived before relativity was fully established,
Abraham used the correct relativistic model of an electron in which the spherical
charge distribution in the rest frame is contracted to a spheroid for a moving electron.
The offending term in Eq. (18) arises from this relativistic change of the electron’s
shape. The derivations of Eq. (15) and Eq. (18) are difilcult and confined by Schott
(18) who carried out a very rigorous and complicated calculation.



We therefore have the strange situation that the relativistic equation of motion is in
contradiction with relativity!

In the nonrelativistic limit, Eqs. (15) and (18) become, respectively,

du_F 2 e2u+2e2—.—
m dt

-&and
‘“ 3 ac2

dE 5 e2—= FCxt•~-_— ~.u+?:uou.
dt 6 ac2 3C

(19)

(20)

Once again u ● force @q. (19)) does not yield the power @q. (20)). (Note that Eq. (19)
is identical to Eq. (12).) The problem was solved by Poincar6 (3) with

..-. nonelectromagnetic stresses and Dirac by invoking covariance (4).
,-----

Poincar6, in his paper submitted in 1905 (3) (without knowledge of Einstein’s work
on special relativity)2, observed that a purely electromagnetic model of the electron,
such as the charged sphere, is not internally consistent because it will fly apart due to
the electrostatic repulsion. To counteract the repulsive force, he imagined that the
inside of the sphere provides a uniform negative pressure (or stress) p = e2/8n.a4.

To see how this Poincar4 stress solves the problem mentioned in the previous
section, consider the charged shell in motion. Due to the Lorentz contraction, the
sphere becomes an oblate spheroid with the minor axis in the direction of the motion
reduced by y. The work done by the mechanical force is given by the pressure times
the volume change. (The pressure is relativistically invariant since the force and the
area element transform the same way.) Thus the mechanical system must lose energy
at the rate

2e2dl=-— —.—
3adt4y”

(21)

Here the expression 4na3/3y is the volume of the spheroid. When Eq. (21) is added to
Eq. (18), the discrepancy between the force and the power equation is removed.

However, the problem of the mass— the fact that the electromagnetic mass is 4/3
times the electrostatic mass-is not solved yet. One way of solving the problem is to
say that the bare mass contains a term -(1/3) times electrostatic mass. For a more

2)Relativecontributionsof Poincar6and Einstein to special relativity is a subject of some debate and
considerablehistorical interest. See A.A. Logunovreferred to in (3).

-.<.--?~ -.--T’w-yfl Tin., , ,,, , . . . ,w.FzTwaF .-
.. .— - :, --T-.., .,., . .. . . . .“ .=rz%f.v%--- .,- .—. . _ .-.
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formal approach (19), we can introduce a stress tensor representing
by

p eze—Poicar6 =
8na3

k ‘v -quPuv)@(a–r),

. .

the Poincar6 stress

(22)

where gPv= (1,-1,-1,-1), q is an arbitrary constant, @ is the step function, and r is the

radial coordinate in the rest frame of the shell. The quantity O~&& is constructed so

that

ape~’s ap(e&M+ e:i=J= o, (23)

. .. where 6~& is the electromagnetic stress tensor associated with the Coulomb field of a----
spherical shell. Equation (23) assures that the total momentum

P“ = J d3x0P (24)

is a four vector (1 1). The momentum associated with the Poincar6 stress alone is

JP{~i_ = a3xe~i=g = +$H+q’qpl(25)

We need to add dpPpo~g/dt to the RHS of Eqs. (18) and (15). Our previous result @q.

(21)) corresponds to the case q = O. Jf, on the other hand, we choose q= 1, we obtain

2-L” sf~, +r~ -<x.
‘oc ds 2a ds

(26)

We now have an equation of motion of an electron with the observed mass m = u +
~m, 6m = e2/2ac2, solving the so-called 4/3 problem.

The above method of solving the 4/3 problem is clearly rather formal and arbitrary.
There are also more intuitive approaches, for example by Boyer (20) who notes that the
Poincar6 stress may not act at the same time in all parts of the moving electron. A
review of dlfferen~ solutions of the 4/3 problem is given by Rohrlich (16).

The saga of the 4/3 problem is in some sense a story of how special relativity
proved itself as a theory of internal consistency and beauty. The investigation of the
electron’s equation of motion started while special relativity was still evolving.
Therefore, there was doubt whether the electron theory was consistent with relativity,
which lingered even after relativity was filly established. Einstein, never doubting
relativity, wasted no time in checking cova.riance of the electron theory. He was too
busy working out general relativity!
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Before closing this section, we need to mention Dirac’s contribution (4). He
understood that the problem with the Abraham-brentz equation was in trying to
approach too near an electron. He therefore devised an ingenious way to avoid the
difilculty. Stay a finite distance away from an electron and demand relativistic
covariance. He then obtained Eq. (26), which is therefore referred to as the Abraham-
Lorentz-Dirac equation.

Actually, Dirac’s derivation of Eq. (4) is valid only up to a term of the form dB%ls,

where BP is a four vector with the restriction UP” dBV/ds= O. The simplest choice, By

= kuv, gives rise to a term that can be inco~orated into the inertial term (mc duP/ds) in

Eq. (4). The next order term involving UP (the dot indicating the derivative with

(respect to s) can be shown to be of the form BP = k’ (UaUa~UP+ 4(UaUa~P). Terms

of such a complexity are disposed of by saying that a simple thing like an electron.-.
-- cannot possibly have such a complication.

If we are willing to make a few very plausible assumptions, the Abraham-Imrentz-
Dirac equation can be derived very easily as follows (16):

(27)

where Xv includes radiative effects. Both sides of Eq. (27) are orthogonal to UP. Thus
wemaywrite XV=(#’-uPuv)Yv. Try~oftheformauP+b tiy+c tip. The first
term does not contribute, and the second term is of the same form as the mass term,
which can be incorporated into m. With the third term, it is easy to show that XP is
proportional to ~. (Here we are using Uatia + iia” Ua = O.) The coefficient is

determined by demanding consistency with the nonrelativistic Abraham-Lorentz
equation, leading to 1%= Xw. End of the proof.

RUN-AWAY SOLUTIONS, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,
AND INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

The general solution of the Abraham-Lorentz equation is

m y (t)= e ‘/’c [ m y (0) - l/~ ~ dt’ e-y’eF..t(t’)],
o

where

2r 2e2
te =—A=

3 c ?2.

(28)

(29)

, _,T --- , ,, .,,,.,,
,,. ,J’7==7Pr= ——- ,w..~ .> ., . ...2.,
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The solution in general exhibits exponential growth, i.e., the run-away behavior. Dirac
noted that the run-away can be avoided if we choose the initial condition:

m y (0)= I/& ~dt’e-ty’o F..t(t’).
o

(30)

Then

m y (t)= ~ dae-a F.X~(t + t@. (31)
o

This solution now exhibits preacceleration: ‘the particle starts to move before the force
- .. is applied and the initial condition depends upon the entire future path..-. .

Nevertheless, it satisfies the Rohrlich criteria of “the unobservability of very s~ll
charges” (13). That is, as the charge becomes very small we shouldn’t have a solution
widely different from that of an uncharged particle.

The reason why the Abraham-Lorentz equation exhibits either run-away or
preacceleration is the fact that, as the electron radius a vanishes, ihe bare mass ~
becomes negative to keep the observed mass m ftite. A particle with a negative mass
can clearly supply an inftite amount of energy.

The difficulty can be avoided in an extended electron model. To see this, we return
to the Sommerfeld-Page Eq. (11), which can be written in the following form3:

()()F~X,(t) + C ct. 1
y(t)=

z Z (l-ctc /a)
[Y(t-2dc) - y (t)]. (32)

m(l - ct. /a)

Jn the above expression, the combination m(l-ctJa) is simply the bare mass ~.
Assume that there are no external forces, and there exists a run-away solution of the
form y(t) = y(0) ew with a positive real part of ct. From Eq. (32) it is easy to see that
this is possible only when l-ctJa is negative. Thus the run away solution is possible if
and only if the electron radius a is less than (2/3) re. For a > (2/3) r= we get damped
oscillatory solutions.

It is sometimes stated that the run-away behavior is due to the infinite energy
associated with a point electron. This is false because the run-away occurs for even a
finite a as long as it is less than (2/3) r.. Run-away occurs if and only if the bare mass
is negative (and, therefore, the Harniltonian is no longer positive definite).

We can also show that if a > ch, the motion is causal with no preacceleration. This
can be seen most easily if Eq. (32) is turned into an integral equation with a Green’s
fi.mction:

3)This derivation here is due to Moniz and Sharp (8). See also Pearle (15).
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where

y(t) = j’ G (t-t’) F&#) dt’, (33)

“e
G( t-t’)=~ j

‘idt-t’)dco
, and

2nm _ B

..-. It can be shown that all poles of l/B(co) occur in the lower half co-plane if=. -

2“
a>— re.

3

(34)

(35)

(36)

Then the Green’s function G(%)vanishes for t e O. Therefore, the’ motion is causal.

On the other hand, if a c ~ r%then there is in general acausal behavior.

A relativistic generalization of the Sommerfeld-Page equation was given by
Caldirola (7):

rnoc2up 2 f 2- [up (s-2a) - UP (S)Ua(S)ua(s-h)].=f=~~+–
3a2a

(37)

The Caldirola equation is fme no run-sways and no causality problems. However,
when we take a + O, then there are problems.

Yaghjian (14) attempted to produce a causal equation with no run-sways for a point
electron. He modified the Abraham-Lorentz Eq. (12) by multiplying the third
derivative term by a fimction q(t), which changes smoothly from O for t e O to 1 for
t > 2a/c (or by multiplying the 1? term by a similar function ~(s)), arguing that the
Taylor series expansion breaks down when the force changes abruptly. However, the
solution of the Yaghjian equation still exhibits acausal behavior.

QUANTUM MECHANICAL EQUATIONS

It had been hoped that the difllculty of the classical theory in taking a point particle
limit might be solved by quantum mechanics. The observation that the mass
renormalization ~m is less singular in quantum electrodynamics than in classical theory
seemed to reinforce this hope. However, a real quantum mechanical analysis of the
electron equation has not been carried out until modern time. The reason behind this

. . .
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lack of activity appears to be the success of therenormalization theory in quantum
electrodynamics, which established that all observable phenomena can be calculated to
a finite answer order by order in perturbation theory in terms of the observed mass and
charge.

In 1977, Moniz and Sharp presented a very interesting quantum mechanical
calculation (8), according to which the equation of motion in nonrelativistic quantum
mechanics is ftite even in the point particle limit. However, the paper has not
received much attention, probably because the derivation was not transparent due to
the elaborate manipulations of infiite series.

One of us (KJK) was able to derive the result of Moniz and Sharp via a more
understandable method (9), which will be summarized here.

The derivation of the quantum mechanical equation of motion for Heisenberg
operators proceeds similar to the derivation in the ckzwical case given in the section..-,

,, ---- - “Abraham-Lorentz and Other Classical Equations of Motion.” Again neglecting the
magnetic term, one arrives at an equation identical in form to Eq. (7), but the operator
Y is given by the symmetrized version of the classicaI expression, Eq. (8), as follows:

Y(t,r)= ~{eti”y’,{e-k”y’,yl~~

= ~ eik”’2e-k”yl~1+e( )~.ylyle+.yl + [ k + -k ]+.
4

(38)

HereY2= y(t),YI= y(t-%),{ }+is the anticommutator, and [k+ -k]+ indicates terms”
obtained by changing the sign of k and taking the Hermitian conjugate.

Noting that p = P - eA/c = my is the kinetic momentum operator (P = canonical

momentum), we obtain

eik.y, .
Yle

-ik.yl = .
Y1-c~> (39)

where k = h/W is the Compton wavelength for the bare mass ~. In classical
mechanics, we would have replaced the factor exp (ik”yl) by 1 since it would at most
contribute to nonlinear terms. Such a procedure is not justified in quantum mechanics
as is clear from Eq. (39). Similarly, the factor exp (ik”y2) “ exp (-ik”yl) in Eq. (38)
cannot simply be replaced by 1. Instead, we proceed as follows4:

—

,.,,-r., . ~fi,===..-~. ,.,, , ,. ., =,,.
+... ., .-, . ..-.=- .,., ... .,.>, L! ,., -> . . . -.. = .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .x,, ,. .,.4 .

--. :.r-~ —---- –- —-,.

4)Similarreductionof productof exponentialoperatorswas used by Baier and Katkov(21) in their
calculationof quantumsynchrotronsradiation. The steps used here followcloselya simplified
formulationof the Baier-Katkovreduction-byCahn andJackson (22).
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exp(ik oy2)exp(-ik” y, ) = exp(izH /h) exp(ik” y, ) exp(-i~H /h) exp(-ik. yl )

= exp(izH(p) /h) exp(–i~H(p - fik) /h) (%= t - t’) (4o)

Here His the Hamiltonian. Since H is a sum of the kinetic energy p2/2m and the
electromagnetic energy, it follows that

fizkz
H(p-fik)=x+H(p)-~.

o mO
(41)

Now, using the CampbeI1-Baker-Hausdorff formula (23) to iirst order in p, we can
show that..-,

,, ----

exp(ik” y2) exp(-ik. yl) = exp

[1
-~ [l+ik.(y2 -y,)]. (42)

o

Thus

Noting that odd power in k vanishes after d3k-integration () 12
and kX2 = ;k , one

obtains (keeping only terms linear in y)

(/Y(t,T)= y(t - T)cos ~~k2 z) -*(Y(t) - y(t-%))sin(k’k~). (44)

The linearized electron’s equation of motion in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
is then given by inserting Eq. (44) into Eq. (7). Expanding the operator y(t-z) in Eq.
(44) in a Taylor series around%= Oand inserting it in Eq. (7), an equation involving a
sum of derivatives of y(t) is obtained. It can be shown that the coefilcients of these
derivatives are exactly those derived in Moniz and Sharps:

(45)

5)The derivation in the above gives rise to a termproportionalto y(t) with negativecoefficient. Such a
term, not discussed in Moniz and Sharp,wouldprovide furtherdampingof the motion.

-,~ --: .,-y..T.-L .-, -,-..!.. !. -.-————-----—– —
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where .

In particuku, the coefficient of y(t), the quantum mechanical self-mass ~m, is found

to be

---
----

(47)

Here

(48)

(48) is remarkable in thatwhere P denotes the principal value integration. Equation
the self-mass remains finite in the point particle limit f(k) + 1. In fact, the seZ&ass
vanishes in this limitl i5m+ O (a+ Owith L fixed in quantum mechanics).

Therefore, 1. (bare mass ) = X (observed mass). This is why we used the same
notation for these tyo Compton wavelengths.

In another limit,%+ O,

(20= ;P;l~(k)12dk ,
0

and the theory reproduces the classical result, as it should.
Whether the quantum mechanical equation of motion exhibits run-away or acausal

behavior can be studied by writing Eq. (7) in a Green’s function form, similar to that in
the section on “Run-away Solutions, Boundary Conditions, and Integral Equations.”
Such an analysis in the point particle limit was carried out by Moniz and Sharp. It is
found that the motion is causal with no run-sways if

e’
=5< L75.

“z k
(50)
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In quantum mechanics, an electron is spread over a Compton wavelength. Thus, the
above condition is reasonable in view of the classical causality condition Eq. (36),
which can be written as rJa e 1.5.

Nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is not valid for rapid motion with frequency

ho ~ mc2 or if we approach a distance k near the electron, and a full QED analysis
must be performed. The only calculation by QED was reported by Francis Low (13).
He has not derived an equation of motion, but he has shown that the motion is ftite in
each order of ct. This is reasonable in view of the well-established renormalization
theory that gives a finite answer for any physical process in perturbation expansion in
ct. However, the perturbation theory is not suitable for taking the classical limit, and it
is unclear whether QED can actually produce an equation of motion.

—

. .
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The impression one gets from reading text books is that the classical electron theory
is in trouble due to run-away solutions and acausrd behavior. However, we have seen
that classical theory is actually fme if the electron is taken to be a spherical object of
not too small a radius, greater than the classical electron radius re. The restriction is
reasonable since re is about 100 times smaller than the Compton wavelength k, and we
cannot consider distances less than %without considering quantum mechanics.

The nonrelativistic quantum theory also looks fine: In fact, the quantum theory is
better behaved than the classical theory because it is finite and causal irrespective of
the size of the electron, as long as a = rJk <1.75. The inequality is certainly satisfied
in the real world where LX=1/137. The fact that the quantum theory is better behaved
is also reasonable because the electron is smeared out due to the uncertainty principle.
The quantum theory as reviewed here has the appropriate feature of having the correct
classical limit. However, the limit of validity of the nonrelativistic quantum analysis is
not really understood. The vanishing of the self-mass ~m in the point particle limit
must be accordingly interpreted with care.

In fact, we know that the nonrelativistic treatment cannot strictly be valid in the
point-particle limit because of vacuum polarization. It is reasonable that a full QED
calculation will be at least as well-behaved as is the case in nonrelativistic quantum
mechanics. Unfo~nately, there exists as yet no real calculation in QED to confirm
these conjectures.

Nevertheless, we are entitled to close this paper on a positive note: We started from
the Abraham-Imrentz theory of point electron, which was problematic. We saw how
the theory became fine by the use of an extended electron. The nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics is fine even in the point-particle limit. A proper relativistic
quantum electrodynamics calculation has not yet been done, and may not be possible
(within QED as a perturbation theory), but should be no more singular than the
nonrelativistic theory.
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